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With each generalized Verma module induced from a “well-embedded” parabolic
subalgebra of a Lie algebra with triangular decomposition, we associate a Verma
module over the same algebra in a natural way. In the case when the semisimple
part of the Levi factor of the parabolic subalgebra is isomorphic to sl2 and the
generalized Verma module is induced from an inﬁnite-dimensional simple module,
we prove that the associated Verma module is simple if and only if the original
generalized Verma module is simple. © 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND SETUP
Let  be a semisimple complex ﬁnite-dimensional Lie algebra with a ﬁxed
triangular decomposition  = − ⊕  ⊕ + and  ⊃  ⊕ + a parabolic
subalgebra of  with the Levi decomposition  = a⊕  ⊕ , where  is
nilpotent, ′ =  ⊕  is reductive,  is semisimple, and  ⊂  is abelian
and central in ′. A generalized Verma module (GVM) is a module of the
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form
MV  = U
⊗
U
V (1)
where V is a simple ′-module and V = 0. In the case of a nonsimple
module V , the module MV  in (1) is called an induced module. The
structure of GVMs is a popular subject and has been studied by several
authors (see, e.g., [Ba, CF, DFO, FKM1, FKM2, FM, KM1, MO, Mc1, Mc2,
MS1, MS2, R] and references therein). In particular, it has been shown
that these modules play an important role in several generalizations of the
celebrated category  ([R, Ba, MS1, FKM1]) and that they are related
to the classiﬁcation of all simple weight modules with ﬁnite-dimensional
weight spaces ([F, M]).
One of the main questions about GVMs is their structure, i.e., reducibil-
ity, submodules, etc. For example, two natural questions are (1) under
which conditions a GVM is simple and (2) under which conditions one
GVM is a submodule of another one. The corresponding classical result
for Verma modules ([BGG, D]) provides a criterion for inclusion of Verma
modules in terms of the Weyl group action on the space ∗, which parame-
terizes highest weights of Verma modules. This result was extended to cer-
tain classes of GVMs in [R, FM, Mc2, MS1, Ba, KM1, MO] (see also ref-
erences therein). But only rather particular classes of GVMs were covered.
These correspond to families of “well-behaved” simple modules V , e.g.,
ﬁnite-dimensional, weight Whittaker, and Gelfand–Zetlin modules. Sim-
plicity criteria follow immediately from the aforementioned results. But the
problem of how to say something in a general case (i.e., for arbitrary simple
module V ) remains open.
In [KM2], the authors associate a Verma module with each GVM in
a natural way. Let MV  be a GVM. Because V is a simple ′-module,
it possesses a central character. Let Mλ be a Verma module over ′
with the same central character as V . Assume that λ belongs to the clo-
sure of the antidominant Weyl chamber and consider the GVM MMλ.
In fact, the last one is a Verma module, say Mµ, over . It was conjec-
tured in [KM2] that the simplicity ofMµ implies the simplicity ofMV .
Wolfgang Soergel noted that [KM2, Theorem 1] is already sufﬁcient to
prove this conjecture using the classical BGG criterion for simplicity of
Verma modules and some standard properties of the Weyl group (see, e.g.,
[J, Section 2.5]).
The original aim of this paper was to investigate the aforementioned
conjecture in the case where  is isomorphic to sl2, in particular, to
extend the conjecture to a criterion of simplicity for GVMs. There are
two strong motivations to study this case. First, this is the simplest case
that differs from classical Verma modules, and hence one should deﬁnitely
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start with it. Second, this is the only case for which all simple -modules
are known ([B1, B]); hence, theoretically, arbitrary GVM can be physically
constructed. Several partial results in this case are already known. Namely,
if V is a simple weight sl2-module or a Whittaker module, then the
structure of MV  is relatively well understood ([FM, KM1, FKM2], resp.
[Ba, Mc1, Mc2, MS1, MS2]). In particular, in the ﬁrst case, Mathieu’s local-
ization functor allows one to relate such MV  with Verma modules in a
very natural way (see properties of the functor E in [FKM2]).
In this paper we use this knowledge to study the structure of MV 
for arbitrary, not necessarily weight, module V . Our approach is based on
description of (semi)primitive elements in GVMs. It is quite surprising,
but we show that assuming V to be inﬁnite-dimensional and simple, the
statement in the foregoing conjecture turns into a simplicity criterion for
MV . In fact, our result is much stronger than just a simplicity criterion—
we completely describe generalized highest weights of possible submodules
in MV . Note that the case of ﬁnite-dimensional V is very well known
(see [R]). We also remark that our result is really much more general than
all known ones, since “almost all” simple sl2-modules are not weight
or Whittaker modules (see [B1]).
One more generalization of the previous picture is that our arguments
remain valid for arbitrary, not necessarily ﬁnite-dimensional, Lie algebras
having a triangular decomposition (in the sense of [MP]), so we work
in the following general setup. We let  be a ﬁxed Lie algebra with a
ﬁxed triangular decomposition +  + σ ([MP]), where  is a Car-
tan subalgebra, + is a positive part, + is the set of roots of +, and σ
is an antiinvolution. We set − = σ+ − = −+ and ﬁx a root basis
Xβ Hβ (where each root is counted with the corresponding multiplic-
ity) in . We also ﬁx a simple root, α, of multiplicity 1 in + such that
the corresponding subalgebra  = XαX−α is isomorphic to sl2, and
assume that  is an integrable -module under the adjoint action. Then
we choose  =  +  + + and decompose it as  =  ⊕  ⊕ , where
 ⊂  is central in ′ =  +  =  ⊕  =  +  and  is generated by all
Xββ ∈ +\α (where again all roots are taken with multiplicities) and
is quasi-nilpotent. Set − = σ and  =  ∩  = Hα. In what fol-
lows we often refer to [FKM2], where the case of ﬁnite-dimensional  is
considered. However, it is clear that all results have natural analogs for Lie
algebras with triangular decomposition (see, e.g., [FKM3]).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our main
technical tool—a universal GVM. In Section 3 we use a description of
(semi)primitive elements in a GVM to get a new proof for the conjec-
ture from [KM2] in the case   sl2 (modulo the so-called lifting
property—Proposition 2, which we prove in Section 4). Finally, in Section 5
we analyze our previous proofs and show that for inﬁnite-dimensional V ,
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our results extend to a simplicity criterion. We also formulate two conjec-
tures about some sufﬁcient conditions and one conjecture about a simplicity
criterion for MV  in the case of arbitrary .
2. UNIVERSAL GENERALIZED VERMA MODULE
AND ITS PROPERTIES
Our main idea is to consider a big enough induced module which sur-
jects on arbitrary GVM with given central character. We call this module a
universal GVM and construct it as follows. Let χ Z′ →  be a central
character of ′ and let Iχ = Kerχ be the corresponding maximal ideal of
Z′. Set Uαχ = U′/U′Iχ (see also [B] for more information about
the structure of Uαχ as a generalized Weyl algebra), which we can consider
as a left ′-module in an obvious way. Quillen’s lemma guarantees that
for any simple ′-module V , there exists χ such that V is a homomorphic
image of Uαχ . Applying the exactness of the induction functor (from  to ),
we get that MV  is a homomorphic image of MUαχ. In this section we
study the universal GVM MUαχ in more detail.
Lemma 1. MUαχ is locally Z-ﬁnite; i.e., Zv is ﬁnite-dimensional
for any v ∈MUαχ.
Proof. First, the -submodule M0 = 1⊗Uαχ of MUαχ is locally Z-
ﬁnite by deﬁnition. Recall that  is an integrable -module by our assump-
tions. Then, as an -module, MUαχ can be decomposed into a direct sum
of modules of the form MF  M0 ⊗ F , where F is a ﬁnite-dimensional
-module (see, e.g., [FKM1, Proposition 2]). Now, by [BG, Section 2.6]
or [K, Theorem 5.1], each MF is locally Z-ﬁnite, and the statement
follows.
By construction, MUαχ  U ⊗U Uαχ , and hence it has obvious left
U- and right U-module structures. The next lemma describes the
structure of MUαχ as a left and a right Ua-module.
Lemma 2. MUαχ is free as a left and a right Ua-module.
Proof. First, the -bimodule M0 = 1⊗Uαχ is isomorphic to Uαχ as a left
and a right -module. Consider the associative algebra Uαχ . It is a gener-
alized Weyl algebra ([B, Section 1.2(3)]), and hence Uαχ is a free Ua-
module from any side by [B, Section 1.1]. We also have that MUαχ is
Un−-free ([FKM1, Proposition 1]). Let vi (resp. v′i) be any basis
of M0 as a left (resp. right) U-module and let uj be a weight
Poincare–Birkgoff–Witt (PBW)-basis of Un−. We immediately obtain that
ujvi (resp. ujv′i) is a basis of MUαχ as a left (resp. right) U-
module.
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An immediate corollary of this lemma is the following.
Corollary 1. Let v = 1⊗ 1ˆ be the canonical generator of MUαχ. Fix
a total order, ≤, on the set −\−α. Then the set v, where
 = {Xm1β1 Xm2β2 · · ·Xmkβk Xm±αβ1 ≤ β2 ≤ · · · ≤ βk}
is a basis of MUαχ as a left and as a right U-module.
In principal, the module MUαχ is too big, so we need certain quotients
of this module. For a ∈ , letMa denote the ′-submodule of Uαχ generated
by Hα − a. Set
Naχ = Uαχ/Ma
Again, using the exactness of the induction, MNaχ is isomorphic to
MUαχ/MMa. Moreover, the classical sl2 theory makes it possible
to describe MNaχ much better—in fact, to show that the structure
of this module is very well known. Indeed, by the arguments from general
nonsense (see, e.g., [FKM1, Section 10]), Naχ, as an -module, can be
characterized as the unique -module satisfying the following condition (cf.,
e.g., [KM1, Section 2]):
(i) For 	 = Hα + 12 + 4X−αXα ∈ Z ⊂ Z′ χ	 is the eigen-
value of 	 on Naχ.
(ii) supp Naχ = a + 2
, and all of the weight spaces are
one-dimensional.
(iii) Naχ is generated by Naχa.
Lemma 3. The canonical projection ϕ MUαχ → MNaχ sends
v to a -basis of MNaχ coordinated with the -weight structure
of MNaχ; i.e., the set of elements sent to a ﬁxed weight subspace of
MNaχ forms there a basis.
Proof. Follows from Corollary 1.
Each MNaχ is -diagonalizable (because the module Naχ is
weight). But in general, MV  is not -diagonalizable and is only -
diagonalizable. For an -diagonalizable module,M , and µ ∈ ∗, we denote
by Mµ the corresponding -weight space.
We also need modules which differ a little bit from the foregoing mod-
ules Naχ. Denote by V aχ the unique ′-module which has the
same simple subquotients as Naχ and on which the element X−α
acts bijectively (see [FM, Section 2]). We emphasize that, by deﬁnition,
V aχ  Naχ if one of them is simple. Recall that an element, v,
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of a weight -module, V , is called -primitive provided that v = 0. The
motivation to study -primitive elements is the following standard fact
([MO, Proposition 1]).
Lemma 4. Assume that V is simple. Then the module MV  is simple if
and only if any -primitive element of MV  has the form 1⊗ v v ∈ V .
Now we show that the structures of MNaχ and MV aχ are
closely related.
Lemma 5. For any λ ∈ ∗ there is a natural bijection between -primitive
elements in MNaχλ−kα and MV aχλ−kα for all k big enough.
Proof. From the deﬁnition of V aχ and Naχ, it follows that there
is a homomorphism ϕ Naχ → V aχ whose kernel (resp. cokernel)
is either 0 (e.g., this is the case provided that V aχ  Naχ or a
lowest weight (resp. weight dual to a lowest weight) module. This map
naturally extends to a homomorphism ϕˆ MNaχ → MV aχ,
which is a vector-space isomorphism restricted to all MNaχλ−kα with
k big enough. As ϕˆ sends -primitive elements to -primitive elements, our
statement follows for all such MNaχλ−kα.
From the PBW theorem, it follows that for any Verma module V (over
′), the corresponding induced module MV  is again a Verma module
(over ). For χ ∈ Z′ let Mχ denote the Verma module (over ′) with
the central character χ, whose highest weight lies in the closure of the
antidominant Weyl chamber.
Proposition 1. Assume that MNaχλ−kα contains a nonzero
-primitive element for all k big enough. Then there exists x ∈  such that
MMχλ−xα contains a nontrivial -primitive element.
Proof. Using Lemma 5, we get a nontrivial -primitive element in
MV aχλ−kα for all k big enough, and hence there is a nontrivial
-primitive element in MV a′ χλ−ka′α for all a′ ∈  and all ka′
big enough ([FKM2, Theorem 1], resp. [FKM3, Theorem 4]). Now the
statement follows from [FKM2, Lemma 4] (resp. [FKM3, Lemma 7]).
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR SIMPLICITY OF MV 
In this section we develop a new approach to [KM2, Cojecture 1], which
we then use to derive a simplicity criterion for GVMs. Recall that we are
working in the setup ﬁxed in the end of Section 1.
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Theorem 1. Let MV  be a GVM and let Mµ be the Verma module
over  associated with MV  as in Section 1. Assume that Mµ is simple.
Then MV  is also simple.
In fact, we prove that the reducibility of MV  implies the reducibil-
ity of Mµ. First, we note that in the case of a weight -module V , the
statement is quite clear. Indeed, if V is a highest or a lowest weight mod-
ule (this includes the case when V is ﬁnite-dimensional), then this follows
directly from the BGG criterion ([D, Theorem 7.6.23]). Otherwise, V is
isomorphic to some simple V aχ (see, e.g., [FKM1, Section 10]) and, by
Lemma 4, MV  has a nonzero -primitive element, say w, different from
1⊗ v v ∈ V . Assume that this element is a weight element of weight λ ∈ ∗.
Because V is simple, X−α acts bijectively on MV , and we get that there
is a nonzero -primitive element in all MV λ−kα k ∈ 
. Applying now
Lemma 5 and Proposition 1, we obtain that there is a nonzero -primitive
element in MMχλ−kα for all k big enough. By construction, we have
MMχ = Mµ. The inequality w = 1 ⊗ v v ∈ V , gives that λ + kα is
not the highest weight of Mµ for any k ∈ 
. Now, as Mµλ−kα con-
tains a nonzero -primitive element and Mµ is xα-locally ﬁnite, Mµ
contains a nonzero primitive element of the weight λ + kα for some k ∈

. This element cannot coincide with the generator of Mµ because it
has another weight, and hence Mµ contains a proper highest weight
submodule.
The foregoing observation allows us to assume from now on that V is
not a weight -module. The main ingredient of our proof is the following
lifting property, which we prove in the next Section.
Proposition 2. Assume that V is not weight and that v ∈ MV  is a
nonzero -primitive element of -weight λ. Let χ be the central character
of V . Then MUαχ has a nonzero -primitive element of -weight λ.
Using the lifting property, we complete the proof of Theorem 1 as
follows.
Proof of Theorem 1. We only need to consider the case, when the mod-
ule V is not weight. Assume that MV  is not simple. Then, by Lemma 4,
it has nonzero -primitive element of, say, -weight λ, which is not of
the form 1 ⊗ v v ∈ V . By the lifting property, the corresponding uni-
versal GVM MUαχ has a nonzero -primitive element, w, of the same
-weight λ. Using Corollary 1, write w =
∑
b∈ bhb, where hb ∈ U
and only a ﬁnite number of them are nonzero. Choose a ∈  such that
hba = 0 for all nonzero hb. Then the image of w in MNaχ
equals
∑
b∈ bhba and hence is nonzero by Lemma 3. This means that
MNaχ contains a nonzero -primitive element of the weight λ.
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Applying Proposition 1 and the argument as before, we get that Mµ
contains a proper highest-weight submodule and hence is not simple.
4. PROOF OF THE LIFTING PROPERTY
Conceptually, this is the main part of the paper and the main ingredient
in the proof of Theorem 1. The arguments used earlier are relatively stan-
dard and based mostly on the results already known from [D, MP, CF, FM,
FKM2]. The contents of this section are quite different, mainly since they
consider the general situation, which has not yet been studied.
To prove the lifting property, we need several lemmas and some nota-
tion. Write Uαχ =
⊕
j∈
U
jα, where U jα = v ∈ Uαx Hα v = jαHαv.
Since the centralizer of U in U coincides with Hα 	, we have
U 0  UHα from the deﬁnition of Uαχ . Any element f ∈ U jα is called
graded of degree degf  = j. Denote by  the kernel of a (ﬁxed) pro-
jection Uαχ → V and by ̂  M  the kernel of the induced projection
MUαχ → MV . Recall that we assume V to be a simple nonweight
-module.
Lemma 6. Let w (resp. f ) be a nonzero element (resp. nonzero graded
element) from Uαχ . Then fw = 0; moreover, fw ∈  if and only if w ∈  .
Proof. The ﬁrst statement follows easily from [B] in a bigger generality,
since Uαχ is a generalized Weyl algebra which does not have zero divisors.
But here we present another proof, which we then use to prove the second
statement.
First, assume that f ∈ U 0, from which we have f = FHα for some
F ∈ t, and the statement follows from the proof of Lemma 2. If f ∈
U jα, then, according to Corollary 1, f = X j±αf ′ for some f ′ ∈ U 0, and
hence it is enough to show that X±αw = 0. Consider Xα (the case of X−α
can be handled analogously). From Xαw = 0 and 	 − χ	w = 0, we get
Hα + 12 − χ	w = 0, which is impossible since Hα + 12 − χ	 is a
nonzero element of grade 0.
For the second statement, we need only prove that fw ∈  implies w ∈
 . And, by induction, it is enough to prove this for f = FHα F ∈ t,
and for f = X±α. If w ∈  such that fw ∈  , then, projecting on V ,
we get a nonzero element wˆ ∈ V such that f wˆ = 0. If f = FHα, then
we decompose F into a product of linear polynomials and ﬁnd a nonzero
element of V which will be annihilated by some Hα − c. This means that
V contains a weight element. Since V is simple, it is generated by any
nonzero element and hence should be a weight -module. This contradicts
our assumptions. If, say, f = Xα, then by the same argument as earlier we
get Hα + 12 − χ	wˆ = 0, and again the module V should be weight.
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The case f = X−α can be treated in the same way. This completes the
proof.
We recall that MV  contains a nonzero -primitive element, v, of -
weight λ. Let λ′ be the -highest weight of MV . Let λ (resp. ′λ)
denote the set of all
∏
β X
nβ
β having the -weight λ− λ′ (resp. having the
-weight greater than λ− λ′), where the product is taken over all negative
roots β = −α counted with multiplicities. Again, from the assumption that
 is an integrable -module, it follows that both λ and 
′
λ are ﬁnite, and
we can order their elements in an arbitrary way, say λ = Bii ∈ I′λ =
B′jj ∈ J. By the PBW theorem, any element w ∈MUαχλ can be written
as w = ∑i∈I Biawi for some uniquely determined awi ∈ Uαχ . We set w =
awi i∈I . Analogously, for MUαχ  w =
∑
j∈J B
′
ja
w
j  a
w
j ∈ Uαχ , we set w =
awj j∈J . Remark that w ∈ ̂ if and only if w ∈  I (resp.  J), and for
x ∈ Uαχ and w ∈MUαχλ, the equality xw = xw is not true in general.
For all β ∈ +\α we have
XβBi =
∑
j∈J
B′jGi j β mod U
for some Gi j β ∈ Uαχ .
Lemma 7. Gi j β are graded for all i j, and β. Moreover, the equality
degGi j β − degGi′ j β = degGi j′ γ − degGi′ j′ γ
holds for all i i′ ∈ I j j′ ∈ J; and β γ ∈ +\α.
Proof. Gi j β is graded since all XβBi, and B
′
j are Hα-diagonalizable
with respect to the adjoint action. Now the common value in the fore-
going equality is x/2 = x/αHα, where x is the difference between Hα-
eigenvalues of Bi and Bi′ under the adjoint action.
For a positive β = α, deﬁne a matrix, Aβ, by Aβj i = Gi j β. This is a
J × I matrix with graded elements from Uαχ as entries. By construction,
it represents the action of Xβ on λ (by multiplication form the left) with
the result written in the (right) Uαχ -basis 
′
λ. Deﬁne
A′ =

Aβ1
Aβ2

Aβk
 
where β1     βk is a ﬁnite generating system in +\α, with each root
counted with the corresponding multiplicity, whose elements are written in
some order. The existence of such system follows directly from our assump-
tion on  to be an integrable -module. We call a set of rows independent if
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it is linearly independent with left coefﬁcients being graded elements from
Uαχ , and dependent otherwise. Directly from the construction, we have that
w ∈ MUαχλ is -primitive if and only if A′w = 0. In particular, from
this we get that the set of -primitive elements in MUαχ is a right U-
submodule. Let lkk ∈ K be a maximal set of independent rows of A′
indexed by a ﬁnite set K. Choose any nonzero graded fk k ∈ K, such that
the degree of the ﬁrst component of fklk is 0 (such elements obviously
exist) and denote by A the matrix with K rows fklk. Clearly, K I.
Lemma 8. For any w ∈ MUαχλ we have A′w = 0 if and only if
Aw = 0. In particular, w ∈ MUαχλ is -primitive if and only if Aw = 0.
Proof. If A′w = 0 then ljw for any j and hence fklkw = 0. Con-
versely, if Aw = 0 then fklkw = 0 and hence lkw = 0 by Lemma 6. As
lk is a maximal set of independent elements, for any j there exist graded
f and f ′k k ∈ K, such that flj =
∑
k∈K f
′
klk. Hence fljw = 0 and again
ljw = 0 by Lemma 6 since f is graded.
Because any entry of A is graded, there are gk i ∈ Hα k ∈ K i ∈ I,
such that
Ak i =
{
gk iX
degAk i
α degAk i ≥ 0
gk iX
− degAk i
−α degAk i < 0

Moreover, from Lemma 7, it follows that degAk i = degAk′ i for all
k k′ ∈ K and i ∈ I. Deﬁne a K × I matrix, H, via Hk i = gk i. It is
important that the components of this matrix are polynomials in Hα. Since
the rows of A are independent and degAk i = degAk′ i for all k k′ ∈ K
and i ∈ I, one easily gets that the rows of H are also independent.
First, we consider the case where K = I. Since the rows of H are
independent, we have that detH is a nonzero polynomial in Hα, in
particular, there exists Ĥ ∈ Hα such that ĤH = detH1. Thus we obtain
that ĤA is diagonal and equals
detH diag
(
1X
± degA2 2
±α     X
± degAI I
±α
)

We have Av ∈  I, and hence ĤAv ∈  I. If v = ∑i Biavi , this means
detHX± degAi i±α avi ∈  . Thus, by Lemma 6, we get avi ∈  and v = 0 in
MV .
Now we assume K < I. Our goal is to show that the system Ax = 0
has a nonzero solution in  I, since any such solution will give us a nonzero
-primitive element of MUαχλ. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that ﬁrst K columns of H are independent and, as in the previous para-
graph, that there exists a K × K matrix Ĥ with entries in Hα such
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that ĤA = C1C2, where C1 = GHαD, with a nonzero GHα ∈ Hα
and a diagonal K × K matrix
D = diag
(
1X
± degA2 2
±α     X
± degAK K
±α
)

and C2 is a matrix with entries from Uαχ . Consider now the system ĤAx =
0. Since detĤ is nonzero and graded, by Lemma 6, Ax = 0 if and only
if ĤAx = 0. Multiply our system by
D′ = diag
(
1X
± degA2 2
∓α     X
± degAK K
∓α
)

and by the same arguments, we obtain a new system, C ′1C ′2x = 0, where
C ′1 = diagF1Hα F2Hα     FKHα
and all Fi are nonzero polynomials. In particular, we have C ′1 C ′2x = 0
if and only if Ax = 0.
Lemma 9. Let F ∈ x. Then for any m× n-matrix A with coefﬁcients
from Uαχ , there exists F
A ∈ x satisfying the following condition: For any
x ∈ Uαχn, there exists y ∈ Uαχm such that FHαy = AFAHαx.
Proof. Let z ∈ Uαχ z =
∑
l∈
 zl, where zl ∈ U lα. Set Fzx =∏
l∈
 zl =0 Fx+ 2l. Then for all x ∈ Uαχ , we have zFzHαx = FHαy for
some y. Now the lemma will follow if we choose FA = ∏i j FAi j .
Set F = ∏i Fi and xj = FC ′2Hα j > K. By Lemma 9, for any i ∈ K
there exists yi ∈ Uαχ such that
∑
j>KC ′2i jxj = FHαyi. Now we can set
xi = −
( ∏
1≤k≤K k =i
FkHα
)
yi i ≤ K
and obtain that x is a nonzero solution of our system. This means that
the element
∑
i Bixi is a nonzero -primitive element of MUαχ and
completes the proof of the lifting property and hence of Theorem 1.
5. DERIVING A CRITERION
Let us now ﬁnd out where in Section 4 we used the fact that the mod-
ule V is not weight. This was used only in the proof of the second part of
Lemma 6. (Recall that the ﬁrst part of this lemma follow from [B] in a gen-
eral case.) Clearly, the statement of Proposition 2 is not true for arbitrary
V , because of problems arising in the case of ﬁnite-dimensional V (see
[R]). But we may observe one more nice property of the sl2 case: If V
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is a simple inﬁnite-dimensional weight module, then either MV  Mµ
or for all λ ∈ ∗Mµλ contains a nonzero -primitive element if and only
if MV λ does (as follows from [M, Lemma A.1]). This tempts us to try
to prove the following advanced lifting property.
Proposition 3. Let V be a simple inﬁnite-dimensional ′-module. If for
some λ ∈ ∗ there is a nonzero -primitive element in MV λ, then there is a
nonzero -primitive element in MUαχλ.
Proof. Because of the known lifting property, we need only consider the
case where V is an inﬁnite-dimensional simple weight module. We look at
Section 4. As we have already mentioned, the only place where we used
the fact that V is not weight is in the proof of the second statement in
Lemma 6. This was used later only when the case K = I was considered.
Hence, in the case K < I, we have our statement for free. Now we show
that under our assumptions, the case K = I is not possible.
Indeed, in this case the system ĤAx = 0 can have only trivial solu-
tion by the ﬁrst part of Lemma 6. Now, we recall that MV λ is a weight
module and contains a nonzero -primitive element. And we know that
V is either the highest or lowest weight module or coincides with some
Na′ χ. Using [FKM2, Theorem 1], we get that there exists a nonzero
-primitive element in MNaχλ for all a ∈ . Return to the proof
of the lifting property in the case K = I, with V = Naχ for some
a and v being a nonzero -primitive element of MNaχλ. We have
detHX± degAi i±α avi ∈  , and we want to deduce that avi ∈  , obtaining
a contradiction. Rewrite detHX± degAi i±α as X
± degAi i
±α GiHα, where
GiHα ∈ Hα, and choose a such that the following two conditions are
satisﬁed:
1. Gia+ j = 0 for all i and all j ∈ 
.
2. Naχ is simple.
This is clearly possible. But in this case both X±α’s act bijectively on
MNaχ (see Section 2); hence on Uαχ/ , in particular, this means that
X±αx ∈  if and only if x ∈  . Thus we obtain that GiHαavi ∈  . Again,
by the choice of a, the image of GiHαavi =
∑
j∈
avi jGiHα ± 2j (here
we use the graded decomposition of avi ) in U
α
χ/ equals
∑
j∈
 xjGia± 2j
and is nonzero if and only if avi ∈  . From this, we ﬁnally get that all
avi ∈  , which means that MNaχ cannot have nonzero -primitive
elements. This contradiction completes the proof.
Now we can easily extend Theorem 1 to a criterion for MV  to be
simple, under the condition that V is inﬁnite-dimensional.
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Theorem 2. Under the notation of Theorem 1, for a simple inﬁnite-
dimensional ′-module V , the module MV  is simple if and only if Mµ
is simple. Moreover, for any λ ∈ ∗, there is a nonzero -primitive element in
Mµλ if and only if there is a nonzero -primitive element in MV λ.
Proof. First, we assume that V is a highest (or lowest) weight module.
Then either MV  Mµ and our result is a tautology, or the statement
follows from [M, Lemma A.1] mentioned earlier.
If V is weight but does not have any highest (lowest) weights, then V 
Naχ for some  and χ, and result follows from [FKM2, Theorem 1 and
Lemma 4].
Finally, we again need only consider the case where V is not weight.
In this case the “if” part is just Theorem 1 together with the lifting prop-
erty. Let us prove the “only if” part. Assume that Mµ is not simple.
Since µ is chosen to be -antidominant, we have that Mµ has a nontriv-
ial primitive (and hence -primitive) element of some -weight λ which
is different from the highest -weight of Mµ. Moreover, by construc-
tion, Mµ MV ′ for some simple, highest-weight, inﬁnite-dimensional
′-module V ′. Using the advanced lifting property, we get that MUαχλ
contains a nonzero -primitive element, say x. Moreover, from the proof
of the advanced lifting property, it follows that this element can be cho-
sen, for example, as one constructed in the last paragraph of Section 4.
From this construction, we get that several entries of x are nonzero poly-
nomials in Hα. Now, if V is not weight, then Hα ∩  = 0 by Lemma 6,
and we obtain that the image of
∑
i Bixi in MV  is nonzero and, of
course, -primitive. Thus MV  is not simple; moreover, it contains nec-
essary -primitive elements.
Theorem 2 completely answers the question about the simplicity of an
arbitrary GVM in our setup, reducing it to the known situation of Verma
module. The ﬁnal result really seems quite surprising. In particular, it shows
that simplicity of MV  depends only on the central character χ of V
and does not depend on V itself (assuming, of course, that V is inﬁnite-
dimensional). We would like to add the following remark to Theorem 2.
From the proof, one can easily derive that the statement about -primitive
elements can be read even as follows: For any λ ∈ ∗ and for any c ∈ ,
there is a nonzero -primitive element, v, in Mµλ such that 	v = cv if
and only if there is a nonzero -primitive element, w, in MV λ such the
	w = cw.
Theorems 1 and 2 encourage us to formulate the following two conjec-
tures about sufﬁcient conditions for a GVM to be reducible in the case of
arbitrary .
Conjecture 1. Assume that  is as earlier,  is a parabolic subalgebra
of  associated with a standard triangular decomposition, and ′ is reductive
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ﬁnite-dimensional such that  is an integrable a′-module under adjoint action.
Let MV  be a GVM over  and let L be the simple quotient of the Verma
module Mλ (over ′) with dominant λ which has the same central character
as V . If ML is reducible, then MV  is also reducible.
The following is just a stronger version of Conjecture 1.
Conjecture 2. Under the notation of Conjecture 1 if for λ ∈ ∗ there is
a nonzero -primitive element in MLλ, then there is a nonzero -primitive
element in MV λ.
First, we note that the GVM ML used in the foregoing conjectures
is in fact a highest-weight module, and hence its study should be much
easier that that ofMV . Second, if  is inﬁnite-dimensional (e.g., an afﬁne
Kac–Moody Lie algebra), then there are several nonequivalent classes of
parabolic subalgebras in  (see [Fu]). Our conjectures are formulated in
the simplest case (parabolic subalgebra of type I in [Fu]) associated with
a standard triangular decomposition, which means in particular that in the
case of weight L with ﬁnite-dimensional weight spaces,ML will also have
ﬁnite-dimensional weight spaces (or, using the notation form the paper, the
sets λ and 
′
λ are ﬁnite for any λ). In other cases this last statement is
no longer true, and several strange effects may arise which will make the
picture much more complicated; see [Fu] for details and examples with
classical Verma modules.
We ﬁnish with the following conjecture about simplicity criterion for a
GVM in the case of arbitrary .
Conjecture 3. Assume that   ′, and MV  are as in Conjecture 1.
Then there exists a simple highest-weight ′-module L having the same central
character as V such that for any λ ∈ ∗, the following holds: MV λ contains
a nonzero -primitive element if and only if MLλ does.
According to Theorem 2, all the conjectures are true in the case where
  sl2.
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